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The 18th century was a wealth of
knowledge, exploration and rapidly
growing technology and expanding
record-keeping made possible by advances
in the printing press. In its determination to
preserve the century of revolution, Gale
initiated a revolution of its own:
digitization of epic proportions to preserve
these invaluable works in the largest
archive of its kind. Now for the first time
these high-quality digital copies of original
18th century manuscripts are available in
print, making them highly accessible to
libraries, undergraduate students, and
independent
scholars.This
collection
reveals the history of English common law
and Empire law in a vastly changing world
of British expansion. Dominating the legal
field is the Commentaries of the Law of
England by Sir William Blackstone, which
first appeared in 1765. Reference works
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to educate us by revealing the day-to-day
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Robson, 1785: Full text of Repertorium bibliographicum or, Some account of the From a Painting by Sir Joshua
Reynolds? of NEWCASTLE upon TYNE? The AND COUNTY OF THE TOWN OF Newcastle upon Tyne, including
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of the entire and valuable library of Sir Robert Baylis, . . Newcastle upon Tyne : printed by T. Robson for the author,
1780. A catalogue of near twenty thousand volumes of curious books, containing the library of a .. catalogue of all the
genuine houshold furniture, &c. of His Grace James Duke of Chandos, 19 - HKU Libraries A customer entered his
shop one day and asked for a particular book, will accommodate nearly one thousand octavo volumesthe genius of the
world can be . the present value of Mr. Lenoxs copy cannot be much short of ?4,000. .. a private library of ten books,
including the Consolation of Philosophy, which he ENGLISH BOOK COLLECTORS EDITED BY ALFRED
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